Introduction
Workflow systems aim to provide automated support for the conduct of certain business processes. Workflow systems are driven by specifications which among others, capture the execution interdependencies between various activities. These interdependencies are modelled by means of different control flow constructors, e.g., sequence, choice, parallelism and synchronisation. It is shown in the workflow patterns research that the support for and the interpretation of various control flow constructs varies substantially across workflow systems 14 . Two of the most problematic patterns relate to the OR-join and to cancellation.
Typically, synchronisation of parallel activities in workflows can be achieved using one of three join constructs: AND-join, XOR-join and OR-join. The AND-join construct requires strict synchronisation. All paths must be completed before the task following the AND-join can be started. As a result, the entire workflow can deadlock if not every path can be completed. On the other hand, the XOR-join can be started when one path is completed and hence, the task following the XOR-join may be completed multiple times. In some cases, this may be undesirable or expensive. An OR-join provides a middle ground between these two join structures by allowing a workflow to continue when only certain paths are completed and it is certain that other paths can never complete.
The presence of cancellation feature further complicates the formal semantics of the OR-join. The cancellation feature is commonly used to model external events that can change the behaviour of a running workflow. It can be used to either disable activities in certain parts of a workflow or to stop currently running activities. Even though it is possible to cancel activities in workflow systems using some sort of abort function, many workflow systems do not provide direct support for this feature in the workflow language. Sometimes, cancellation affects only a selected part of a workflow and other activities can continue after performing a cancellation action. In those cases, an OR-join is the only synchronisation construct flexible enough to ensure that the process is completed correctly. As cancellation occurs naturally in business scenarios, comprehensive support and a corresponding implementation in workflow systems is required.
In practice, there is a need for a construct like the OR-join as is evident from e.g. the fact that many commercial workflow systems (e.g., IBM MQSeries, InConcert, eProcess, WebSphere MQ Workflow, Eastman, Domino) and business process modelling tools support OR-join-like constructs (e.g., Event Process Chains (EPCs) and Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN)). Support for cancellation features are also provided in the Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN), the Business Process Execution Langauge (BPEL) and the Unified Modelling Language (UML).
Even though the OR-join construct is useful in process modelling, its formal semantics is difficult to capture and to implement. Different approaches assign a different (often only intuitive) semantics to this type of join, though they do share the common theme that synchronisation is only to be performed for the active paths that are being executed in a given workflow instance. The difficult question arises as to when an OR-join should wait and when it should go ahead. This decision cannot be made locally, that is, just by evaluating the current state of the workflow. The decision requires the awareness of the current state as well as possible future states of the workflow. State space analysis could be used to determine all future states of the workflow. However, this analysis becomes much more complicated when there are multiple OR-joins in the workflow or when other complex constructs such as cancellation and loops are present in the workflow. Defining the non-local semantics of an OR-join is not trivial even when a workflow language does not support complex constructs (e.g., cancellation) and/or puts certain restrictions on the models (e.g., no loops or only allow structures where an OR-join is preceded by an OR-split).
In a workflow language that supports all these constructs without restrictions, there are a number of complicating factors when it comes to defining a general approach to OR-join semantics. Firstly, for workflows with multiple OR-joins, it is an open issue how a state space analysis for a certain OR-join should treat other OR-joins. Secondly, for workflows with infinite loops (e.g., a continuous monitoring activity), the state space could be infinite. Thirdly, cancellation regions complicate the computation of future states. A task that an OR-join is waiting for that is in the cancellation region of some other task may or may not be disabled. Such considerations make state space analysis computationally expensive. In this paper, we take on this challenge and propose a general approach to OR-join semantics in the presence of cancellation features and without imposing extra structural restrictions for OR-joins. The OR-join semantics is defined and presented in terms of the workflow language YAWL that provides support for cancellation regions 2 .
The contributions of this paper are threefold. Firstly, the OR-join semantics as proposed by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2 is re-examined. We will argue that its behaviour does not match the informal semantics in the context of other OR-joins. Secondly, the mapping of YAWL nets to reset nets is exploited to find an algorithmic solution to the non-trivial problem of OR-join enablement. Thirdly, two restriction techniques are proposed to make the OR-join algorithm more efficient. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, various attempts at defining and supporting OR-join semantics from the literature are presented, including the problems associated with the original OR-join semantics in YAWL 2 as well as possible improvements. Section 3 formally defines a new semantics for the OR-join in YAWL. Section 4 demonstrates an algorithm to determine when an OR-join is enabled. This algorithm is based on backwards search techniques drawn from the area of Well-Structured Transition systems 8, 13 . Section 5 presents two restriction techniques to improve the efficiency of the analysis. Section 6 describes the implementation in the context of the open source system YAWL and provides a detailed analysis of its performance. Section 7 describes a realistic YAWL model for the general skill migration visa application to Australia, which contains multiple cancellation regions and multiple OR-joins. Execution times for analysing ORjoins in this visa application model are also presented. Section 8 discusses related work and Section 9 concludes the paper. Appendix A contains background definitions for WellStructured Transition Systems and Appendix B contains proofs for restriction techniques. This paper extends work by the authors previously reported in 23 in the following ways.
More examples have been added to illustrate the OR-join semantics in Section 2. Structural restriction and active projection techniques have been proposed to improve the performance in Section 5. A number of experiments have been carried out to determine the correctness of the OR-join enablement algorithm in various settings. The results from these experiments have been reported in Section 6. Section 7 shows how the OR-join analysis is carried out for the visa application example.
OR-join semantics
In this section, we first present the different variants of an OR-join semantics from the literature. The informal semantics of an OR-join in the YAWL language is then explained using a number of examples. Problems associated with the original OR-join semantics in YAWL for multiple OR-joins are then discussed. Two alternative treatments for dealing with multiple OR-joins are then proposed. 
Different interpretations and implementations of an OR-join
Several variants and interpretations of the OR-join have been proposed in the literature. In Rittgen's report 19 , several possible interpretations of OR-join semantics in the context of Event-driven Process Chains (EPCs) are discussed. If the OR-join is preceded by a matching OR-split, the OR-join semantics is taken to be "wait for the completion of all paths activated by the matching split". The presence of a matching split makes the process "structured". If there is no matching split, there could be at least three interpretations of an OR join: "wait-for-all", "first-come" and "every-time" 19 . The Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) also contains an OR-join like construct called inclusive OR-join gateway 20 . The semantics of an OR-gateway in BPMN 1.0 is given Sepcification as "it will wait for (synchronize) all Tokens that have been produced upstream. If an upstream Inclusive OR produces two out of a possible three Tokens, then a downstream Inclusive OR will synchronize those two Tokens and not wait for another Token, even though there are three incoming Sequence Flow". However, the OR-join gateway does not capture the correct behaviour for unstructured BPMN models 21 . It seems to be challenging to select a suitable OR-join semantics and to implement it efficiently. Van der Aalst et al 1 highlight the technical, conceptual and practical problems with the formal semantics of the OR-join in EPCs. The authors demonstrate the problems using "vicious circles", which are formed when two or more OR-joins are in a feedback loop and each OR-join waits for the other OR-join to complete first. It was suggested that there is no sound formal semantics for EPCs that seems to satisfy the intuitive semantics and that any formal semantics for EPCs will impose some restrictions or will deviate from the informal semantics to some extent. Many workflow systems and languages also struggle with the semantics and implementation of the OR-join. This is because its non-local semantics requires a synchronisation depending on an analysis of future execution paths, which requires some non-trivial reasoning. Workflow management systems like InConcert, eProcess, and WebSphere MQ Workflow have solved problems related to the OR-join using syntactical restrictions. IBM WebSphere MQ Workflow 18 (used as a basis for the BPEL standard) appears to offer full support for the OR-join for acyclic workflows 1 . As a consequence of the requirement for workflows to be acyclic, loops are disallowed and the only way to introduce loops is by specifying a postcondition for a subprocess; the subprocess is then repeated until the postcondition evaluates to true. Other systems like Eastman and Domino Workflow also support an OR-join concept with non-local semantics. The use of the non-local semantics may result in poor performance as is stated in the manual of Eastman and the recommendation to avoid this type of routing 10 . Even the OR-join definition from the Workflow Management
Coalition does not support non-local semantics. An OR-join is defined as "a point within the workflow where two or more alternative activity(s) workflow branches re-converge to a single common activity as the next step within the workflow. (As no parallel activity execution has occurred at the join point, no synchronisation is required.)". For a more complete discussion on OR-join semantics, we refer the reader elsewhere 1, 3, 14, 15, 16 .
In the collection of workflow patterns, the synchronising merge pattern captures the essence of an OR-join 14 . The OR-join construct in YAWL, is intended to provide direct support for OR-join semantics while imposing no syntactical restrictions. However, the original OR-join semantics as defined in 2 could yield counter-intuitive results such as e.g., an OR-join firing prematurely for workflows with multiple OR-joins and OR-joins in sub-processes. Hence, we believe that there is scope for further improving the semantics of an OR-join concept in YAWL.
OR-join semantics in YAWL
A YAWL model is made up of tasks, conditions (in a Petri net, these would be referred to as places) and a flow relation between tasks and conditions. Tasks are active components in a YAWL model and when a task fires, tokens are consumed from its input conditions and tokens are generated for its output conditions depending on its split and join behaviours.
There are three kinds of split and three corresponding kinds of join; they are AND, XOR and OR. The splits, joins, conditions and cancellation symbols for YAWL are shown in Figure 1 . Each YAWL model has one start condition and one end condition. A task is enabled when there are enough tokens in its input conditions according to the join behaviour.
Informally, an AND-join task is enabled if there are tokens in all its input conditions. An XOR-join task is enabled if there is at least one token in one of the input conditions. The decision for enabling tasks with AND-joins or with XOR-joins can be made locally as it only depends on the existence of tokens in the input conditions. In YAWL, the semantics of an XOR-join is considered to be local. In 15, 5 , the XOR-join is also assumed to have nonlocal semantics. When a task is executed, it takes tokens out of its input conditions and puts tokens in its output conditions according to the join and split behaviour respectively. A task can have a cancellation set associated with it. If there is a cancellation set associated with a task, the execution of the task removes all the tokens from the conditions and tasks in the cancellation set. Cancelling a task is achieved by removing tokens from internal conditions of the task. In general, an OR-join task is enabled if there is at least one token in one of its input conditions and it is not possible for more tokens to arrive in other (currently empty) input conditions in the future states (i.e, there is no need to wait for synchronisation). If it is possible for tokens to arrive in currently empty input conditions in the future states, then the OR-join task should wait before proceeding. This is the desired behaviour of an OR-join and we will refer to this as the informal semantics of an OR-join.
A more technical explanation of the OR-join semantics is as follows: an OR-join is enabled at a marking if and only if at least one of its input conditions is marked and it is not possible to reach a marking that still marks all currently marked input conditions (possibly with fewer tokens) and at least one that is currently unmarked. Next, a series of YAWL nets are presented to establish the need for complex analysis to determine whether an OR-join is enabled. For simplicity, the YAWL nets use short labels (e.g., A, c1, etc.) to identify tasks and conditions. This allows us to focus on the control flow requirements for a particular net. We also give here an informal explanation of some Petri net terminology, such as marking and reachability, which is also used in YAWL. As with Petri nets, the term marking, is used to describe the state of a YAWL model and is represented as the number of tokens in certain conditions of a net (e.g., M = c1 + c5 represents a state of the workflow where there is one token each in conditions c1 and c5). A marking is reachable from another marking, if there is a sequence of tasks that can fired from the first marking to arrive at the second marking. Figure 2 is a net where A is an OR-split task and E is an OR-join task. The initial marking for the net has exactly one token in the start condition. At the initial marking, task A is enabled and can be fired. After A is executed, tokens are put into conditions c1, c2, and c3 according to OR-split behaviour. Note that the OR-split allows one or more paths to be selected after executing the task. Consider a marking M = c1 + c5, which results from the scenario where two outgoing paths leading to B and to C, were selected after completing task A, and where task C has been executed. At M , there is a token in the input condition c5 of OR-join task E. To determine whether task E should be enabled at M , we need to find out whether tokens could be put into c4 or c6 in the reachable markings of M . It is possible to reach a new marking M = c4 + c5 from M by firing task B and therefore, E should not be enabled at M . Now consider whether task E would be enabled at marking M = c4 + c5. At M , c4 and c5 have one token each and there are no other tokens in the net. Hence, it is not possible for c6 to be marked in the reachable markings of M . Task E is enabled at M . As this is a "structured" net, task E is not enabled until the tokens from all the active threads from task A reach the input conditions of E.
From the above example, it could be thought that an OR-join evaluation only depends on the number of active paths out of an OR-split. If that is true, it is possible to know in advance the number of active paths to wait for synchronisation. Figure 3 represents a slight modification to the YAWL net of Figure 2 and it shows that this notion is false. In Figure 3 , c4 is an input condition of task F and c5 and c6 are input conditions of task E. Consider a marking M =c1 + c5. In this case, there is no reachable marking from M that has any tokens in c6 and therefore, E is enabled at M . So, even though two active paths are chosen after OR-split task A, the OR-join evaluation should not wait for tokens from both paths, as it is possible that not all the tokens are on the path to an OR-join task. Next, the behaviour of OR-join is described using an example with one OR-split and two OR-joins. The example in Figure 4 demonstrates a net with AND-split task A, ANDjoin task E, OR-split task B and OR-join tasks C and D. The graph of Figure 5 shows the reachable markings from the initial marking i to the end marking o. A node in the reachability graph represents a reachable marking and an edge represents a task that is executed to reach that particular marking. First consider a marking M = c1 + c2 + c3 where there is a token in input condition c1 of OR-join task C and in input condition c3 of OR-join task D in addition to the token in input condition of task B. To determine whether tasks C and D should be enabled at M , we need to find out whether either condition c4 or c5 is marked in the reachable markings from M . We can see that by executing task B, it is possible to reach markings c1 + c3 + c5 or c1 + c3 + c4 + c5 that mark c5, an input condition of task D not marked in M . Alternatively, markings c1+c3+c4, c1+c3+c4+c5 could be reached by executing task B and they mark c4, an input condition of task C not marked in M . As it is possible to reach a new marking from M which can put a token in an unmarked input condition of the OR-join tasks C and D, neither task C nor D is enabled at M . If a marking M = c1 + c3 + c4 is considered, where all the input conditions of C (i.e., c1 and c4) are marked, then C is enabled at M . Task D will also be enabled at M as it is not possible for another token to arrive at input condition c5. Note that in the scenario where we move from M to M , task D was not enabled in M and, although no tokens were added to the input conditions of this task, it became enabled in M . In this example, the two OR-joins do not interfere with one another as they do not share input conditions. Now, let us consider OR-joins in the context of cancellation. Figure 6 describes a net with (i) task C removing tokens from the conditions c1, c2 and from internal conditions of task B when firing, (ii) an OR-join task E and (iii) two infinite loops between c1, c2, c3, C and D. At a marking M = c2, one of the input conditions of E is marked and an analysis needs to be performed to decide whether both c2 and c3 are marked in reachable markings of M . The following sequence of reachable markings from M can be observed: c2
, note that this is due to the cancellation feature of C removing tokens from c2 when firing. Regardless of which path is taken from the marking c2, a marking c3 is reached and not a marking c2 + c3 (i.e., at the expense of c2). The conclusion is that it is not possible to reach a marking c2 + c3 or bigger from M and therefore, E is enabled at M . Suppose now that task C no longer has a cancellation set associated with it in Figure 6 . From the marking M = c2, the following sequence of reachable markings can be observed: c2
As it is possible to reach c2 + c3 which marks more input conditions of E, E should not be enabled at M . This example demonstrates the possible effect that the cancellation feature of a task has on the OR-join analysis.
From the above examples, it is clear that the OR-join semantics requires careful analysis and the decision to enable an OR-join cannot be made locally. One possible technique is to perform the state space analysis of the entire workflow model. An OR-join algorithm can evaluate possible reachable markings from a given marking to determine whether there is a possibility of a token arriving at a currently unmarked input condition of an OR-join (while all input conditions which were already marked remain marked though possibly with fewer tokens). This algorithm potentially needs to be applied every time a marking changes and the OR-join analysis could place a significant load on any workflow engine required to execute it.
Problems with the original semantics
Two problems may be identified with the original OR-join semantics of YAWL 2 . The first problem is related to the treatment of other OR-joins preceding an OR-join under consideration. The OR-join semantics ignores other OR-joins when analysing whether a particular OR-join should be enabled at a given marking. In Figure 7 , there are two ORjoin tasks, E and F in the net. Consider a marking M = c1 + c3 where the OR-join analysis for F is performed. After executing task C, it is possible to reach either c3 + c4, c3 + c5 or c3+c4+c5. One possible occurrence sequence is c1+c3
is a reachable marking from M . However, the original OR-join semantics ignores other OR-joins on the path to F, so task E and the associated conditions will not be taken into account, and M is therefore not considered as a reachable marking during the OR-join analysis of F. As a result, the analysis will conclude incorrectly that there is no possibility of another token arriving in c7, F would be enabled at M and no synchronisation takes place. This behaviour is probably not what one would expect from this model. It would also result in multiple executions of F and then more than one token would be produced for o. A net which can produce a token for the output condition o while still having tokens in the other conditions is considered as not having proper completion and is therefore not sound. We have seen that as the analysis of a given OR-join does not consider the possibility of a token arriving from a path which has an OR-join, this could result in premature enabling and multiple execution of OR-join tasks. The second (related) problem is due to unfolding of composite tasks during an OR-join analysis. This implies that a net at a lower level cannot be considered as a black box. If the lower level net contains OR-joins, it will impact on the OR-join analysis at a higher level net. Consider a specification where task B in Figure 7 is a composite task that is unfolded into a net with an OR-split and an OR-join task as shown in Figure 2 . The composite task B will be unfolded to the net in Figure 2 (including the OR-join task E at lower level). The composite task can be started with a token in c2 and after completion, will put a token in c3. However, during OR-join analysis for F at a marking M = c2 + c7, the net will be unfolded and OR-join task E at the lower level is ignored. The OR-join semantics will then conclude incorrectly that F should be enabled at M because condition c3. The analysis in the original semantics takes into account the net at the lower level and composite tasks have not been treated as black boxes. We propose that it is possible to abstract from constructs that exist in a lower level net (including OR-joins).
Optimistic and pessimistic approaches
The informal semantics of an OR-join can be supported quite well when there is only one OR-join in a given net. However, when dealing with multiple OR-joins where one precedes the other, the semantics is not well-defined. The question arises as to "how to treat other OR-joins in the workflow while we try to decide whether one OR-join should be enabled?". Next, we propose to solve this issue by considering one OR-join at a time during the analysis. Instead of ignoring other OR-join tasks during the analysis, two alternative treatments have been proposed for those OR-joins: either as XOR-joins (optimistic) or as AND-joins (pessimistic). We believe this strategy to be better than ignoring these OR-joins completely during the analysis (as used in the original semantics proposed for YAWL). Both optimistic and pessimistic approaches support the informal semantics by delaying enablement when there is a possibility of more tokens arriving to unmarked input conditions of an OR-join. These two alternatives result in formal semantics which is more closely related to the informal semantics of OR-joins and still allow for sound semantics (i.e., avoids the fixpoint problems discussed in van der Aalst et al. 1 ).
The treatment of an OR-join as an XOR-join is an optimistic approach. It is considered optimistic as the analysis waits for synchronisation if the resulting XOR-join can be enabled. The term "optimistic" refers to the expectation that the preceding OR-join can be enabled when treated as an XOR-join. Consider a marking M = c1 + c3 in Figure 7 where an OR-join analysis for task F would be performed. Instead of ignoring the OR-join task E during the analysis, it will be treated as an XOR-join task. It means that the occurrence sequence c1 + c3
→ c3 + c7 would be considered. As a result, F is not enabled at M . This interpretation of OR-join task E as an XOR-join, prevents F from being enabled prematurely and it matches closely with the informal semantics of an OR-join.
The treatment of an OR-join as an AND-join is a pessimistic approach, as this approach now requires tokens in all input conditions of the AND-join and if it is not possible, the ORjoin will be enabled. Consider again M = c1 + c3 in Figure 7 where an OR-join analysis for task F would be performed. This time, instead of ignoring task E, it will be treated as an AND-join task. Due to the OR-split behaviour of task C, tokens can be present in c4 or c5 or both after firing C. The occurrence sequence c1 + c3
As a token can be put in c7 while c3 remains marked, F is not enabled at M . This preserves the same informal semantics as an optimistic approach, and both approaches result in delaying the enablement of the OR-join task F.
In Figure 8 , we have an unusual situation described as a vicious circle by Kindler 15 where the two OR-join tasks B and C could be waiting for each other to be fired first and it is unclear what the informal semantics of the model should be. Condition c3 is an output condition of C and an input condition of B and c4 is an output condition of B and an input condition of C. Consider a marking c1 + c2 where an OR-join analysis is to be carried out for tasks B and C. Using the optimistic approach, task C is treated as an XOR-join task during the analysis for B. As a result, a reachable marking c1 + c3 + c6, which marks both input conditions of B can be found. Therefore, B should not be enabled at c1 + c2. Similarly, we treat B as an XOR-join task for the analysis of task C and there is a reachable marking c2 + c4 + c5. Therefore, task C is not enabled at c1 + c2. As a result of this optimistic approach, the net is in deadlock. Using the pessimistic approach, we treat task C as an AND-join task during the analysis for B. At the marking c1 + c2, it is not possible to enable C due to the AND-join semantics, and therefore, task B will be enabled and can be fired, which yields the marking c2 + c4 + c5 . This will enable task C and after firing C, the marking c3 + c5 + c6 results. Therefore, tasks B and C could potentially keep firing alternatingly thus resulting in a potentially infinite number of firings of task D. The same is true for the analysis of task C. It can be seen that the pessimistic approach would result in multiple tokens in the end condition. The original semantics that ignores other OR-joins would also result in a similar behaviour to the pessimistic approach. It is clear that in this particular case, there is no formal semantics that can exactly match the informal semantics. From the above discussions, it is evident that there is no ideal treatment for multiple OR-joins to support the non-local semantics. Any formal semantics imposes some restrictions or it deviates from the informal semantics to some extent. We have shown that both approaches are valid and can be used during the analysis. The motivation behind our semantics and the use of the optimistic approach is to postpone execution of an OR-join for as long as possible. For this reason, the optimistic approach (XOR-join treatment) is chosen during the analysis. The resulting OR-join semantics is well-defined in every circumstance. However, the interpretation of this semantics can sometime lead to a deadlock in the presence of vicious circles as both OR-joins will wait for each other to fire first.
Proposed OR-join semantics
This section proposes new OR-join semantics for YAWL that exploits mappings from YAWL to reset nets. First, for convenience, some background definitions for reset nets and YAWL are presented. Next, a function to transform a YAWL net with OR-joins into a reset net is given. Finally, a new OR-join semantics for YAWL is defined formally.
Background definitions

Reset nets
This subsection presents a number of definitions and notations for reset nets, Petri nets with reset arcs ( 6, 8, 9, 11, 13 ). The concepts are similar to those defined for Petri nets except that they have been defined for reset nets. A reset net is a Petri net with special reset arcs, that can clear the tokens in selected places when its transition fires. A reset arc connects a place and a transition and graphically, a reset arc is modelled as a doubled-headed arrow (see Figure 9 ). The nature of reset arcs matches closely with the concept of cancellation in workflow modelling and reset nets are used as a formalism for modelling workflows with cancellation. This approach allows us to leverage existing literature and techniques in the area of Petri nets and reset nets in particular 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13 .
Definition 3.1. (Reset net 8 ) A reset net is a tuple (P, T, F, R) where (P, T, F ) is a Petri
net and R : T → P(P ) assigning a set of (possibly empty) places to every transition.
The complexity introduced by a reset arc (when compared with Petri nets in general) is threefold: 1) as the transition removes all tokens and not just one when it fires, place invariants do not hold for such nets, 2) the reset action can be ineffective if a place does not contain any tokens at the exact time when the transition fires and the reset action is carried out, and 3) a reset arc can affect any place in the entire net (i.e., its effect is global), unlike normal arcs of a transition which can only influence their input and output places (i.e., their effect is local). As a result, the notion of reachability is undecidable for reset nets with more than two reset arcs 9 .
We now fix some additional notations that will be used throughout the paper. Let N be a reset net and x ∈ P ∪ T , •x and x• denote the set of inputs to x (preset) and the set of outputs of x (postset). If the net N involved cannot be understood from the context, it is explicitly included, and written as 
We will use Figure 9 to explain the concepts and notations for reset nets. In Figure 9 , we have •t = {p1, p2}, t• = {p3, p4, p5, p6}, and R(t) = {p3}.
Places can contain one or more tokens represented by black dots. The state of a reset net is represented by a marking, that describes the number of tokens in each place of a net. Petri nets. If X is a set over Y, it could also be interpreted as a bag where each input place occurs once (E.g., •t can be interpreted both as a set of places {p1, p2}and as a bag where each place has one token each 1p1 + 1p2). In the latter case, this bag can be straightforwardly interpreted as a marking with one token for each place. M (p) returns the number of tokens in a place p if p in the domain of M (p ∈ dom(M )) and we define M(p)=0 if p ∈ dom(M ). For a reset net N , IM(N ) is used to represent a set of all possible markings of N . In Figure 9 , the left net shows a marking M where there is a token in p1, two tokens in p2, two tokens in p3, and one token in p6 (denoted as a multiset p1 + 2p2 + 2p3 + p6). M (p1) returns 1 where as M (p4) returns 0.
The function marked returns the set of marked places in a reset net for a given marking.
Definition 3.3. (Marked) Let N = (P, T, F, R) be a reset net and M ∈ IM(N ):
We use notations such as M ≤ M , M > M , M + M , and M M for comparison and operations on markings. 
This is a looser notion of smaller markings than ≤, because only the marking of places is considered and the number of tokens in a place is ignored. The notation is used to indicate that M marks strictly fewer places than M .
A transition is enabled when there are enough tokens in its input places. Note that reset arcs do not change the requirements of enabling a transition. 
In Figure 9 , transition t is enabled at marking p1 + 2p2 + 2p3 + p6 as •t = p1 + p2 and t may fire. When transition t fires, it removes a token each from its input places p1 and p2, removes all tokens from its reset place p3, and puts one token each in its output places p3, p4, p5, p6, resulting in the marking p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 + 2p6.
We now define the concepts of reachability and coverability of markings from a given marking in a reset net. It is possible to fire a sequence of transitions from a given marking in a reset net resulting in a new marking using the forward firing rule defined above. This sequence of transitions is represented as an occurrence sequence σ. A marking M is reachable from another marking M in a reset net, if there is an occurrence sequence leading from M to M . 
The reachability set is the set of markings that can be reached from a given marking M in a reset net after firing all possible occurrence sequences and denoted as N [M . If all places in a reset net are bounded, the reset net is also bounded and hence, it is possible to generate a finite reachability set. If a place is unbounded, the reachability set contains an infinite number of states (an infinite state space). In such cases, reachability of a marking cannot be determined but coverability can be determined.
For reset nets, reachability is undecidable for nets with more than two reset arcs but coverability is decidable using a backward firing algorithm 9 . A marking M 2 is said to be coverable from another marking M 1 in a reset net if there is a reachable marking M from M 1 such that M is bigger than or equal to M 2 .
Definition 3.8. (Coverability)
Let N = (P, T, F, R) be a reset net and
Next, two notations: projection and filtering are presented to allow operations on se-lected places of a marking in a reset net. The notation M [P ] restricts M to a set of places P , i.e., a projection. For places not in P , the number of tokens is zero.
is true as the comparison between M and M is restricted to the set of places in P and M 2 has more tokens in p2.
The notation M P is used to alter a marking based on a set of places P , i.e., unlike M [P ] the domain may be modified (extend or reduce the set of places).
Definition 3.10. (Filtering ) Let
Let M = p1 + p2 + p3 and P = {p1, p2}. M P = p1 + p2 and dom(M P ) = {p1, p2}. If P = {p1, p2, p3, p4}, M P = p1 + p2 + p3 + 0p4 and dom(M P ) = {p1, p2, p3, p4}.
Next, we define the notion of Backward firing that is used to generate coverable markings for a reset net by firing transitions backwards. We denote M t M if it is possible to fire a transition t backwards starting from a marking M and resulting in another marking M .
Definition 3.11. (Backward firing) Let N = (P, T, F, R) be a reset net and M, M ∈ IM(N ).
For places that are not reset places, the number of tokens in M is determined by the number of tokens in M for p and the production and consumption of tokens. If a place is an output place of t and not a reset place, one token is removed from
If a place is an input place of t and not a reset place, one token is added to M (p). For any reset place p, M (p) ≤ F (t, p) because it is emptied when firing and then F (t, p) tokens are added. We do not require M (p) = F (t, p) for a reset place p because the aim is coverability and not reachability. M , i.e., the marking before (forward) firing t, should at least contain the minimal number of tokens required for enabling t and resulting in a marking of at least M . Therefore, only F (p, t) tokens are assumed to be present in a reset place p.
In Figure 9 , it is possible to fire transition t backwards in the right net at marking M = p2 + p3 + p4 + p5 + 2p6 as there is exactly one token in place p3 that is a reset place of t as well as one of its output places (i.e., M [R(t)] = p3 = t • [R(t)]). This results in a marking M where one extra token is put into all input places of t and one token is removed from all output places of t that are not reset places of t. Finally, one token is put into all reset places of t. This results in a marking M = p1 + 2p2 + p3 + p6. Note that this marking M has only one token in p3 whereas the marking shown in the left net has two tokens in p3. This is because when firing backwards, it is impossible to know how many tokens were originally present in a reset place. Hence, the backwards firing rule returns a coverable marking and not necessarily a reachable marking.
The predicate superM indicates whether it is possible to reach a marking from M which marks more places in a set of places P .
Definition 3.12. (superM)
Let N = (P, T, F, R) be a reset net and M ∈ IM(N ) and P ⊆ P be a set of places for consideration, superM(N, M, P ) holds iff there is a marking
This superM predicate is used to decide whether an OR-join should be enabled. For the set of input places of an OR-join P and the current state of the workflow represented as marking M , the superM predicate holds if it is possible to mark more input places of the OR-join and hence, the OR-join should wait for synchronisation.
All the definitions for reset nets presented in this subsection will be used to formally define the YAWL OR-joins semantics in subsection 3.3. First, we present how a YAWL net can be formally defined and then show how a YAWL net can be mapped to a reset net.
Formalisation of YAWL models
A YAWL specification is formally defined as a nested collection of Extended Workflow Nets (EWF-nets) by van der Aalst and ter Hofstede 2 . A YAWL specification supports hierarchy and a composite task unfolds into another EWF-net. For our purposes, it suffices to consider only one net in isolation. A YAWL net formally corresponds to what was termed an "EWF-net" and we present here the definition of a YAWL net and refer the reader elsewhere 2 for a formal definition of a YAWL specification.
Definition 3.13. (YAWL net
• C is a set of conditions and T is a set of tasks, • i ∈ C is the unique input condition and o ∈ C is the unique output condition,
• every node in the graph (C ∪ T, F ) is on a directed path from i to o, a Note that we are using basic mathematical notations such as for a partial function, N for natural numbers, and N inf for N ∪ {inf }.
• split: T → {AN D, XOR, OR} specifies the split behaviour of each task and join: T → {AN D, XOR, OR} specifies the join behaviour of each task, • rem: T P(T ∪ C \ {i, o}) specifies the cancellation region for a task, • nofi: T N × N inf × N inf ×{dynamic, static} specifies the multiplicity of each task (minimum, maximum, threshold for continuation, and dynamic/static creation of instances).
While firing rules exist for YAWL nets 2 , in this paper these are not needed as state analysis is relegated to the reset net level. In a YAWL net, tasks can be connected directly to other tasks but conditions cannot be connected directly to other conditions. To enable a mapping to reset net, an implicit condition is introduced between two tasks if there is a direct connection between them. We call these nets where all implicit conditions are made explicit, explicit YAWL nets or (eYAWL-nets) 22 . All YAWL nets are assumed to be first transformed into eYAWL-nets for OR-join analysis. 
Let N be an eYAWL-net and x ∈ C ext ∪ T , we use •x and x• to denote the set of inputs and outputs of a node i.e.
•x = {y|(y, x) ∈ F ext } and x• = {y|(x, y) ∈ F ext } as before.
Mapping from YAWL with OR-joins to reset nets
This subsection describes how a YAWL net with OR-joins can be transformed into a reset net. But first, a number of abstractions from YAWL nets are proposed thus enabling a mapping to reset nets. Even though YAWL is based on Petri nets, the YAWL language supports complex constructs such as multiple instances, hierarchy, cancellation, OR-joins that are not easy to model in Petri nets. For OR-join analysis, cancellation plays a very important role and it is not possible to abstract from cancellation regions. However, other constructs such as multiple instances and hierarchy do not affect the OR-join analysis and hence, it is possible to abstract from them.
• composite tasks and hierarchy: A YAWL specification could contain multiple YAWL nets with hierarchical structure and a composite task is used to unfold these nets. We propose to treat a net as a flat net, and ignore the hierarchical structure. That is, composite tasks will be treated as black boxes. The assumption is that if a composite task can be enabled and executed, it will terminate at some time, and tokens will be placed in the appropriate output condition(s) of the composite task. As a result, even if there is an OR-join in the composite task, it will not influence the decision to enable another OR-join at a higher level. Hence, composite tasks can be abstracted and the hierarchical structure of a YAWL specification is ignored.
• multiple instances: A multiple instances task can be used to execute a particular task a number of times in parallel. For this abstraction, it is assumed that the engine is capable of keeping the multiple instances apart, and that it will synchronise them at the end. Therefore, for the purposes of OR-join analysis the execution of a multiple instances task is the same as the execution of an atomic task.
• internal conditions of a task: The YAWL semantics 2 defines a task as having internal conditions and state transitions. As they represent intermediate states, it is possible to consider only one internal state together with the input and output conditions of a task during OR-join analysis.
• other perspectives: We focus our attention on the control flow perspective only.
We propose to abstract from the data perspective. In particular, branching conditions of XOR-split and OR-split tasks are not taken into account when considering the execution flow. We also abstract from the resource perspective, the operational perspective and exception handling considerations.
After abstractions from the features mentioned above, a net is considered as having tasks with various split and join behaviours, possible cancellation sets and explicit and implicit conditions. For a net without OR-joins, there is then a straight-forward mapping into a reset net. Figure 10 illustrates the approach taken in the transformation for a net without OR-joins. This is made possible by the fact that some concepts of YAWL such as multiple instances, composite tasks and internal state transitions of a task can be abstracted. In general, a condition is mapped onto a place, and a task onto two sets of transitions and an intermediate place. The transitions in the first set start the task (modelling the join behaviour), whereas the transitions in the second set complete it (modelling the split behaviour). In Figure 10 , labels S and E are used to denote start transitions and end transitions. Condition names are also used to differentiate transitions within a particular set (e.g., transition t p1 S represents the start transition for task t that has p 1 as its input).
For a YAWL net with OR-joins to be converted into a reset net, it is necessary to remove the OR-joins first as they have non-local semantics. As mentioned in subsection 2.4, we propose to define the formal semantics of a general OR-join in YAWL by treating other OR-joins in the net as XOR-joins. A net with OR-joins can be transformed into a reset net by first singling out one OR-join (the one that we would like to decide whether it can be enabled), removing it from the net, and then changing other OR-joins in the net to XOR-joins. A transformation function transE2WF converts a net without OR-joins into the corresponding reset net. Function R stores all transitions and its associated reset places. As a task in a YAWL net is now split into a number of t S and t E transitions depending on the split and join behaviour, a place p t is introduced for each task t to represent an internal place between t S and t E . The flow relation F is also modified so that the newly introduced places in P and transitions T are properly connected. As we abstract from 
The transformation rule defined for a YAWL net without OR-joins can be used for all tasks that are not OR-joins. For OR-join tasks, all except the one under consideration are transformed as if they are XOR-joins and the OR-join under consideration is removed. The reason that this OR-join can be removed is because only reachable markings that mark the input places of the OR-join are relevant when deciding whether the OR-join should be enabled. 
Naturally, a given marking M in an eYAWL-net can be linked to a marking M R in the corresponding reset net for a particular OR-join in consideration. For all the conditions that exist in an eYAWL-net, they will be marked exactly the same as in the corresponding marking and the newly introduced places in the reset net have zero tokens. The marking marks all the places in the reset net which correspond to conditions in N with the same number of tokens. This marking is referred to as the corresponding marking and is denoted as M R .
Definition and illustration of OR-join semantics
You may recall that informally an OR-join task is enabled when there is at least one token in one of the input conditions and there is no possibility of a token arriving at one of the yet unmarked input conditions of the OR-join. Otherwise, the OR-join task waits for synchronisation. The following steps are proposed to decide whether an OR-join task o-j should be enabled at a marking M of a given net.
(1) translate the YAWL net into a reset net for a given o-j, (2) apply superM predicate to determine whether it is possible to mark more input places of o-j in the reachable markings from M , and (3) if at least one of the input places of o-j is marked at M and superM evaluates to FALSE, o-j is enabled at M . Otherwise, o-j is not enabled at M . 
We now describe how the transformations will be performed for a net with two OR-join tasks C and D as shown in Figure 11 . Note that an explicit condition c BD has been added for the implicit condition between tasks B and D. Consider a marking M = c1 + c BD where the OR-join analysis for task D is performed as there is a token in c BD , one of the input places of D. As the two input places of task D are c4 and c BD , we need to investigate whether it is possible to reach a marking that marks both c4 and c BD from M . Figure 12 shows an equivalent reset net for the eYAWL-net in Figure 11 for the OR-join analysis of D. Note that the other OR-join task in the net, C, is treated as an XOR-join task and modelled with two start transitions, one for c1 and one for c3. Also note that D has been removed from the net. There is a corresponding marking for the reset net, M R = c1 + c BD .
→ c4 + c BD exists and hence, it is possible to reach M = c4 + c BD from M . Recall that the superM(N, M, P ) predicate returns true if it is possible to reach a marking from M which marks more places in a set of places P . Therefore, superM(transE2WFOJ (N, o-j 
As it is possible to reach a marking that marks more input places of the OR-join, then D is not enabled at M . Next, we look at how the new OR-join semantics can be operationalised and an algorithmic approach towards determining OR-join enablement is examined.
Operationalising the OR-join
The main objective of the OR-join algorithm is to determine, for a given OR-join, whether there is a reachable marking M from M such that more input places of that OR-join could be marked at M . This analysis is performed by first transforming an eYAWL-net (with ORjoins) into a reset net for a given OR-join task using the function transE2WFOJ and then calling the proposed OR-join algorithm. The algorithm works backwards by computing the predecessor coverable markings for a given marking, as opposed to the forward approach used in coverability tree algorithms. The algorithm is based on backward search techniques for Well-Structured Transition Systems (WSTSs) 4, 8, 11, 12, 13 .
A reset net can be represented as a WSTS and the backwards algorithm has been successfully applied to solve the coverability problems for reset nets 8, 17 . The coverability problem for a reset net is as follows: given two markings x and y, can we reach y ≥ y starting from x 17 . In the context of reset nets, the backward firing rule (cf. Definition 3.12) is used to define pb(M ) for a given marking. The backwards reachability analysis can be performed to decide the coverability 8, 11, 17 provided that ≤ is decidable and pb(y)
exists and can be effectively computed 13 . In Appendix A, we present some background
definitions on WSTSs and demonstrate that pb(y) can be computed. We now present the various procedures that operationalise the coverability question for reset nets using the backwards algorithm for WSTSs. We then demonstrate how to perform OR-join enablement analysis using the coverability results.
Procedures
The procedure Coverable returns a Boolean value to indicate whether a marking y is coverable from a marking x of a reset net. 12 .
PROCEDURE
The procedure pb(I) returns pb(I) such that pb(I) = x∈I pb(x) 17 .
PROCEDURE pb (SET Marking I): SET Marking SET Marking Z = ∅; Marking M ; BEGIN for M ∈ I do Z := Z ∪ pb(M ); end for; return Z; END pb(M ) is effectively computed for reset nets by "executing the transitions backwards and setting a place to the minimum number of tokens required to fire the transition if it caused a reset on this place" 17 . b Note that, in our case, this minimum is one as there are no weighted arcs. We will make use of backward firing rule. For each transition t ∈ T , it is possible to determine whether an M exists such that
PROCEDURE pb (Marking M ): SET Marking SET Marking Z = ∅;
BEGIN for t ∈ T do if M [R(t)] ≤ t • [R(t)] then Z := Z ∪ {((M t•) + •t)[P \ R(t)] + (M + •t)[R(t)]}; end if; end for; return Z; END
The coverability findings of a reset net are then applied to the OR-join analysis. At the current marking M , we know that one or more of its input places are marked. For each b Note that the algorithm described by Leuschel and Lehmann 17 is incorrect. pb(M ) is defined in a rather naive way by Leuschel and Lehmann 17 . Applying pb(M ) to the empty marking yields a counter example, since it is not a finite basis for ↑ Pred
of the unmarked input places, we need to test whether there is a coverable marking from M that marks that place. The test marking is constructed by marking each input places of the OR-join that is marked in the current state with one token each and adding one token also for an unmarked input place. A test marking is created for each of the unmarked input places. If none of these markings are coverable from M , then the OR-join is enabled at M . Let (N, M ) be a marked eYAWL-net, o-j be the OR-join task under consideration, X be 
Worked example
Throughout this paper, several examples have been presented which indicate that it is a non-trivial task to decide if an OR-join is enabled or not. Clearly, the algorithm can be applied successfully to these situations. To illustrate its inner working in some detail we use one last example. Consider a marking M = c1 + c7 in Figure 13 where the OR-join analysis for task G is carried out. It is possible to have an occurrence sequence, c1 + c7
As a result, c6 + c7 is a reachable marking from c1 + c7 and the OR-join should not be enabled at marking M . The evaluation starts with a procedure call like this: OrJoinEnabled(c1 + c7, {c6, c7}). Y := {c6 + c7} and for M w = c6 + c7, a finite basis of all the predecessors of c6 + c7 is obtained. Figure 15 illustrates the backwards reachability analysis 12 , with the basis of the predecessor markings for c6 + c7. It can be seen that c1 + c7 is a predecessor of c6 + c7 and hence the OR-join procedure will return FALSE.
In the previous example, we have seen that even for an OR-join with two input conditions, a number of iterations are needed to generate the finite set of coverable markings. When there are many input conditions to an OR-join, the process needs to be repeated for each unmarked input condition. Furthermore, the analysis needs to be carried out every time the workflow changes its state. Hence, it is easy to see that the algorithm can become quite expensive when we have a large net with many tasks and conditions. Therefore, one potential drawback of such a generic approach to an OR-join semantics without structural restrictions is an efficient implementation. To achieve our combined objective of a generic formal OR-join definition with an efficient implementation, we propose two restriction techniques in the next section.
Restriction techniques
For an OR-join analysis, it is possible to consider only a portion of the net that is relevant to the analysis and refrain from exploring those paths that do not affect the OR-join enabling behaviour. This would correspond to the notion of slicing in program analysis ? .
To improve the performance of the OR-join evaluation algorithm, two forms of restriction are proposed: structural restriction and active projection. Structural restriction involves removing from a net tasks and conditions that are not on the path to the OR-join task under consideration. Active projection involves removing tasks and associated conditions that could not be enabled from a given marking. Active projection enables us to stop exploring those parts of the net that can never be reached from a given marking. As a YAWL net with OR-join tasks is translated into a reset net for OR-join analysis, the restriction operations will also be performed on the reset net. We make use of the reset net mappings and define how restriction operations are applied to a reset net.
Structural restriction
The application of structural restriction involves removing tasks and conditions from a YAWL net that are not on the path to a given OR-join task. As we are interested in whether more tokens could arrive in the input places of an OR-join task, the restriction will be based on those input places of an OR-join task. We will call them goal places. Function res describes how a reset net could be constructed so that only the transitions and places that are on the path to goal places are included in the restricted net.
Definition 5.1. (res(N, G))
Let N = (P, T, F, R) be a reset net and G ⊆ P a set of goal places. N = (P , T , F , R ) is the restriction on G (N = res(N, G)) where:
Note that N is again a reset net, P is a siphon, and G ⊆ P . Hence, we can use firing rules and other functions defined for reset nets. Figure 16 describes how function res of N works with a set of goal places G = {p a , p b , p c }. In the restricted region, all places and transitions which are on the path to G are included (e.g., p 1 , p 2 , t 1 , t 2 ,...). On the other hand, places and transitions that are not on the path to G such as p 5 , p 6 , t 5 , and t 6 are not included in the restricted net. Also note that if a transition is in the restricted net, all its input places are also in the restricted net (e.g. p 1 , p 2 , t 1 ). It is possible for places in the restricted net to be input places of transitions that are not in the restricted net (e.g. p 4 as input place of t 4 ). A transition that is not in the restricted net cannot put tokens back into the restricted net (e.g. p 8 and t 4 ). In terms of reset arcs, R will keep track of the reset places in P for transitions that are in T . However, we do not keep track of reset arcs for places that are in the restricted region but the transition is not in T (e.g. the reset arcs connecting p 4 and t 7 ). 
Active projection
In addition to applying structural restriction to a net, it is also possible to further restrict the net using the current marking. As a transition that cannot be enabled in the reachable markings from the current marking cannot be fired and its output places can never be reached, this transition can be safely excluded from the restricted net. Applying active projection involves removing tasks and conditions from a YAWL net that cannot be reached from a given marking. This enables us to only consider the selected paths of a net that can be reached from the current marking. As a YAWL net is translated into a reset net, the active projection restriction will also be performed on the reset net.
The function ap describes how a reset net could be constructed so that only the transitions and places that can be reached from a given marking are included in the restricted net. Figure 17 shows the effect of the active projection function ap on a reset net with a marking M where marked(M ) = {p a , p b , p c }. The restricted region contains all the places that could potentially be marked in the reachable markings of M (e.g., p 1 , p 2 , p 4 , p 5 , p 6 , p 8 ). A transition t is in the restricted net if and only if all its input places are in the restricted region (•t ⊆ P ). See t 5 with its only input place p 5 in the restricted net. For transition t 4 , not all input places of t 4 are in the restricted region and therefore, t 4 ∈ T . Relation R will keep track of the reset places in P for any transition t ∈ T with reset arcs. For example, both transitions t 9 and t 10 could reset P 2 but, R will only contain (t 9 , p 2 ) as t 10 is not in T . 
is the active projection of (N, M ) where
An OR-join task o-j is enabled at a marking M of an eYAWL-net N , if it is not possible to reach a marking M n such that M *
To determine whether o-j should be enabled at M , the following analysis is carried out. Let N R = transE2WFOJ(N, o-j) be the reset net, G = •o-j and M R be the corresponding marking of M in the reset net. Instead of using N R to perform the analysis, the search space can be reduced by first applying the structural restriction and active projection techniques so that
F , R ). It is then possible to determine whether there is a marking
If it does, this implies that more tokens can be placed into the input places of o-j in the reachable markings from M R . Hence, the OR-join analysis can take place in the restricted net N R and o-j should not be enabled at M .
Complete proofs for these two restriction techniques are provided in Appendix B.
Implementation
The OR-join analysis algorithm as described in Section 4 together with the structural restriction and active-projection techniques from Section 5 have been implemented in the YAWL engine c . A number of YAWL nets have been tested and OR-join enabling results are as expected. The observations also indicate that the two restriction techniques significantly reduce the execution times for OR-join analysis. The execution times of the OR-join enabling algorithm for a number of YAWL nets are presented. Five different execution times for each OR-join evaluation call will be presented for comparison. SRestrict+AProject indicates that structural restriction is applied first and then, active projection is applied before the OR-Join call. AProject+SRestrict indicates that active projection is applied first and then, structural restriction is applied before the OR-Join call. SRestrict indicates that only structural restriction has been applied. AProject indicates that only active projection has been applied. NoRestrict indicates that no restriction technique has been applied. To minimise the effects of variations, each method is called 100 times consecutively. Furthermore, this process has been repeated ten times for sampling. Average execution times with confidence intervals (95%) are provided. All the figures are in milliseconds and are rounded to one decimal place.
Matching OR-split and an OR-join
The net in Figure 7 represents a small structured net with an OR-split task A and an OR-join task E. At a marking M = c1 + c2 + c6, OR-join evaluation for E returns FALSE. A new marking M 1 = c1+c5+c6 is reached after executing task C at M . The execution times for the analysis are shown in Table 1 . We can see that by utilising the restriction techniques, it is possible to reduce the execution times. In this case, structural restriction does not influence the execution time as we are dealing with a small net. The active projection technique, on the other hand, has significant effects on the execution time as all possible combinations of an OR-split do not need to be considered. Even for a small net, it can be seen that restriction techniques can reduce the time it takes to perform the OR-join evaluation. Figure 6 represents a YAWL net with a loop and cancellation on the path to OR-join task E. At a marking M = c2, OR-join evaluation for task E returns TRUE as it is not possible to reach a bigger marking from M . The execution times are shown in Table 2 . Again, it is clear that the combined restriction techniques significantly reduce the evaluation time. The difference between the execution times for OR-join analysis with structural restriction and without any restrictions is minimal as most tasks and conditions in this YAWL net will be in the restricted net as well. Table 3 presents the execution times for an OR-join evaluation call for OR-join task G with two markings c1+c7 and c BB +c3+c7 in Figure 13 . OR-join evaluation for both markings returns FALSE. This YAWL net also contains a loop and cancellation on the path to G. In Table 1 . Execution times for the OR-join analysis of the net in Figure 7 OR-join: E Marking: c2 returns TRUE Restriction techniques Duration in millisecs (100 calls) SRestrict+AProject 685.9 ± 16.9 AProject+SRestrict 676.8 ± 6.9 AProject 654.7 ± 16.9 SRestrict 2365.5 ± 81.9 NoRestrict 2348.4 ± 17.5 Table 2 . Execution times for the OR-join analysis of the net in Figure 6 this case, the restriction techniques reduce the execution time by a significant amount. The difference between structural restriction and no restriction calls is minimal in this example as most tasks and conditions in the YAWL net are also in the structurally restricted net.
Loop and cancellation
Larger loop and cancellation
Multiple OR-joins
To demonstrate the impact of structural restriction on OR-join analysis, the YAWL net in Figure 18 that contains a number of tasks which have no impact on the OR-join task F will be used. For instance, all tasks and conditions on the path between tasks G to S could not influence the OR-join analysis for task F. Average execution times for a marking M = c AG + c BD + c 2 are given in Table 5 . Average execution times for OR-join analysis of F with a marking M = c BD + c 2 + c 10 are also given. Table 3 . Execution times for the OR-join analysis of the YAWL net in Figure 13 given in Table 4 . In this case, structural restriction alone does not reduce the execution time as most tasks in the YAWL net are also part of the structurally restricted net. However, the combination of structural restriction and active projection techniques reduces the execution time significantly (2148.5 milliseconds cf. 84863.9 milliseconds). From these tests, it is evident that performing structural restriction and active projection on a YAWL net before an OR-join analysis could significantly reduce the execution time of an OR-join evaluation. Table 4 . Execution times for Task U from the net in Figure 18 OR Table 5 . Execution times for Task F from the YAWL net in Figure 18 
Visa application example -A YAWL workflow with cancellation regions and OR-joins
In the previous section, a number of small YAWL nets are presented to illustrate the various features of the OR-join algorithm. We now demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm using a real-life process model: visa application for general skilled migration to Australia. This process is modelled "as is" using publicly available information from Department of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs website d . The process starts when a visa application is received by the immigration department and ends when a decision is made to grant or to deny the visa. The model represents the process from the viewpoint of a case officer who handles the visa application. The resulting YAWL workflow contains four nets Overview, Perform main assessment, Check basic requirements, and Allocate marks. Figure 19 shows the Overview net and the typical process flow is explained first. When an application is received, the case officer opens a file for the applicant, processes visa application fees and performs an initial assessment. If the application is found to be complete, the officer continues with the main assessment. If the application is incomplete, he/she sends an acknowledgement letter to the applicant requesting further documentation. This is modelled as an XOR-split task after the task Perform initial assessment. The Perform main assessment task is modelled as a composite task and the internal working of this task is captured in another net. After completing the main assessment, the case officer might request more information, or he/she is ready to make a decision. This is modelled as an XOR-split task. Condition c9 represents a state where the officer is waiting for further documentation from the applicant. If he/she receives the requested information, the main assessment task is performed again. On the other hand, the designated time period could have expired, and the officer decides to perform the main assessment again if possible to stop processing the application if it cannot be processed further with existing documentation. Before the officer makes a decision, he/she checks to see if there is any change in circumstances that need to be considered. The Check circumstances changes task has a cancellation region containing condition c2. Removing a token from c2 indicates that there is no need to wait for further circumstances changes. The officer then makes a decision to either grant or deny the visa after taking into account any changed circumstances. The Make decision task is an OR-join task with two inputs c5 and c7. A token in c5 indicates that there are changes that need to be considered. If a decision is made to deny the visa, the applicant is then notified. Otherwise, the visa is granted. The process ends when the Finalise application task is executed.
While an application is being processed, it is possible for two events to occur. First, an applicant can decide to withdraw his/her application and secondly, an applicant can notify the immigration department of changes in his/her circumstances -such as change of address, correction of errors, etc. Hence, the task Open applicant file is modelled as an AND-split to indicate that two tasks (Wait for possible withdrawal request and Monitor circumstances changes) could occur in addition to the main flow starting with Process application fees task. These two tasks represent external triggers that can be enabled when a notification is received from the applicant. These triggers affect the main flow of the process and are also captured in the model. Note that there is no YAWL notation to represent external triggers. As a result, these two tasks are represented as normal tasks. A token in c6 indicates that there is some circumstances change that needs to be taken into account. Similarly, a token in c4 indicates that a request has been received for withdrawal. The Cancel application task is modelled as an OR-join and when it fires, it removes tokens from conditions and tasks in the net before the Make decision task. The application can be withdrawn until a decision is made. The Make decision task removes tokens from conditions and tasks associated with the trigger for application withdrawal.
In the Overview net, the Perform main assessment is represented as a composite task and it is unfolded into the YAWL net with the same name. Similarly, there are two composite tasks: Check basic requirements and Allocate marks in the Perform main assessment net and they are also unfolded into two YAWL nets with the corresponding names. Figure 20 shows the three subnets in the process. More details about this process model can be found contain OR-join, we focus our attention on the Allocate marks net. The Allocate marks net represents the process for calculating the marks received by each applicant. This visa class uses a points system where marks are given based on the applicant's circumstances assessed on several criteria. The total mark is then compared against the current pass mark for the visa class (110 points) to decide whether the visa will be granted. The net models how these points are allocated for 11 criteria to calculate the total points. Some criteria such as points for age, skills and English ability are relevant to all applicants, while others such as points for Australian qualifications and spouse skills are relevant to some applicants only. The Decidable applicable categories task is modelled as an OR-split where a decision is made regarding the relevance of a particular criterion. The net completes with an OR-join task that waits for synchronisation of all active paths before calculating the total points allocated to the applicant.
Enabling the cancel application task
The Cancel application task is within the main net Overview (Figure 19 ). It is modelled as an OR-join with two inputs c4 and c6. A token in c4 indicates that the case officer has received a request for withdrawal. A token in c6 indicates that the application fees have been processed. The Cancel application task is enabled when there are tokens in both inputs (c4 and c6) or a token in either c4 or c6 and it is not possible for a token to arrive at the other empty input place. Consider a marking c3+c6 where payment has been processed but there is no request for withdrawal. At marking c3+c6, the OR-join behaves as expected (returns FALSE) and the Cancel application task is not enabled. Now, consider a marking c1 + c4 where the request for withdrawal has been received but payment has not been processed. In this case, the Cancel application task is not enabled until payment has been processed. That is, a marking c4 + c6 enables the task. This is used to model business logic an applicant decides to withdraw the application while it is being processed. For instance, marking c4 + c7 represents a state where the request for withdrawal has been received and the application is awaiting a decision. In this case, the Cancel application should go ahead and it is enabled at marking c4 + c7. The analysis returns TRUE as it is not possible to receive a token in c6 from reachable markings of c4 + c7. Table 6 shows the execution times for Cancel application task in Figure 19 for these markings. In general, we can see that execution times with optimisation techniques are much faster than the ones without optimisation. For marking c3 + c6, the execution times for OR-join algorithm with both types of restrictions are at least four times faster when compared to the execution times without any restrictions. Similarly, for marking c1 + c4, the execution times are at least six times faster when compared to the ones without any restrictions. Also, for marking c4 + c7, the execution times are at least ten times faster when compared to the ones without any restrictions.
Enabling the make decision task
The Make decision task is within the main net Overview (see Figure 19 ). It is modelled as an OR-join with two inputs c5 and c7. A token in c5 indicates that there are some circumstances changes that must be taken into account. A token in c7 indicates that the Table 6 . Execution times for enabling analysis of the Cancel application task in Figure 19 case officer is ready to make a decision. The Make decision task is enabled when there are tokens in both inputs (c5 and c7) or a token in either c5 or c7 and it is not possible for a token to arrive at the other empty input place. Consider a marking c5 + c6 where the applicant has reported a change in circumstances such as a change of residential address and the case officer has not finished processing the application. The OR-join behaves as expected and the Make decision task is not enabled (returns FALSE). Consider another marking c7 where the case officer is ready to make the decision and there are no circumstance changes to consider. In this case, the Make decision task should go ahead (returns TRUE) and it is enabled at marking c7. Table 7 shows the execution times for enabling analysis of the Make decision task in Figure 19 for these markings. For marking c5 + c6, we can see that the execution times for the algorithm with both types of restrictions are nearly nine times faster when compared to the execution times without any restrictions. This is because the Make decision task is located in the middle of the net and a number of tasks and conditions that follow the OR-join can be removed before the OR-join call. Similarly, for marking c7, the execution times are over 40 times faster when compared to the ones without any restrictions. This is because in addition to the abstractions using structural restriction, active projection removes most tasks and conditions as they cannot be enabled from current marking c7. Table 7 . Execution times for enabling analysis of the Make decision task in Figure 19 
Enabling the calculate total points task
The Calculate total points task is within the Allocate marks net (see Figure 20) . The net is modelled as a structured net with an OR-split (Decide applicable categories) and an ORjoin (Calculate total points). The Calculate total points task waits to synchronise until all active paths leading out of the Decide applicable categories task are completed. Consider a scenario where marks are to be allocated for four criteria: skills, age, English ability and work experience. Consider a marking c SC + c AC + c EC + c DW where marks for skills, age and English ability have been allocated but marks for work experience have not been processed. The Calculate total points task is not enabled (returns FALSE) at that marking as it needs to wait. It is only enabled when marks have been allocated for all four criteria (i.e., at the marking c SC + c AC + c EC + c W C ). Table 8 shows the execution times for the OR-join enabling analysis of the Calculate total points task for these markings. This example highlights the need for the optimisation techniques. The net contains an OR-split with 11 possible paths resulting in 2 11 − 1 = 2047 possible combinations and hence, resulting in a large state space. As a result, OR-join analysis (without optimisation) does not complete after letting it process for several hours. We can observe that active projection makes a huge difference as it is only necessary to consider active paths and not all possible combinations from the OR-split, thus significantly reducing the state space. Structural restriction does not have an effect here as the OR-join is the last task in the net. can be calculated to determine the non-local semantics and proposes the use of reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (ROBDDs) to represent huge sets of states and huge transition relations for optimisation 16 . Their motivation is similar to ours in the sense that the author also attempts to "define a mathematically sound semantics that comes as close as possible to the informal semantics". This approach represents an alternative approach to defining non-local semantics of the OR-join in the absence of cancellation 16 .
Conclusion
Many workflow management systems and other process-aware information systems (e.g., ERP, CRM, and PDM systems), have problems supporting the OR-join semantics without restrictions. In this paper, we formally defined the semantics of an OR-join in the presence of cancellation regions, other OR-joins and (infinite) loops without adding structural restrictions. In addition, we operationalised this formal semantics and presented an efficient algorithm and implementation in the workflow language YAWL. To the best of our knowledge, no other semantics or workflow system implementation come close to supporting such a general OR-join, especially in the presence of arbitrary cancellation regions. In our approach, reset nets are used as a formal basis for OR-join analysis to support workflows with cancellation. A transformation function to map a YAWL net with ORjoins into a reset net is provided. An OR-join evaluation algorithm which is based on the backward search techniques for Well-Structured Transition Systems is then proposed. The proposed semantics upholds the notion that an OR-join waits for synchronisation when necessary and continue when appropriate. Two optimisation techniques, structural restriction and active projection, are presented together with the findings from the implementation in the YAWL engine. A realistic process model with multiple cancellation regions and multiple OR-joins in a non-structured setting is presented to highlight the need for a general approach to OR-join semantics. To conclude the paper, we would like to emphasise that the results reported in this paper are not limited to YAWL. These results are equally applicable to any process modelling language that wishes to support advanced synchronisation constructs such as the OR-join and cancellation. Figure 21 . M is described as the relationship between input, output and reset arcs of transition t. Firing transition t backwards at M results in M 2 . A token will be placed into each input place of t. For instance, an input place of t that has x number of tokens will now has x + 1. The same is true of any output place of t with y number of tokens. At M 2 , the number of tokens is reduced by 1 (if possible), i.e., max(y − 1, 0). We use the max function to ensure that negative numbers are avoided. The same is true if the input place is also an output place. If it has z tokens before, now it will have max(z, 1). A reset place will have zero token. If a reset place is also an input place of t, it will have one token. If a reset place is also an output place, it will have zero tokens. If a reset place is also an input place as well as the output place, that place will have one token. By firing a transition t at M 2 , we can reach a new marking M 3 . One token is removed from each input place of t in M 2 , one token is put into each output place of t and the tokens are removed from the reset places. Hence, we can conclude that M 3 ∈↑ {M }, M 2 ∈ Pred (↑ {M }), and M 1 ∈ ↑ Pred (↑ {M }). → M 2 ) ∧ (M 2 P = M 2 ). As shown before, σ is enabled in (N , M 1 P ). Figure 23 gives the states in both models for transitions that can be fired in both nets N and N . Assume that M t−pre P ≥ M t−pre and t ∈ T . As
• ∩P and R (t) = R(t) ∩ P , we deduce: M t−post P = M t−post . The effect of firing t is identical on the places in P . Hence, the marking resulting from σ is at least as large as M 2 w.r.t. P . Figure 24 gives the states in both models for transitions that can only be fired in the net 
Proof. Consider an occurrence sequence σ : M 1 P N ,σ → M 2 . We first show that σ is enabled in (N, M 1 ) and then that there is marking M 2 : M 1
As σ is enabled in (N , M 1 P ) and ∀ t∈σ • t ⊆ P , this implies that σ is also enabled in (N, M 1 ) . Figure 25 gives the states in both models for transitions that can be fired in both nets N and N . Assume that M t−pre P = M t−pre and t ∈ T . As
• ∩P and R (t) = R(t) ∩ P , we deduce: M t−post P = M t−post . The effect of firing t is identical on the places in P . Hence, the marking resulting from σ is the same as M 2 w.r.t. P . This can be repeated for all transitions t ∈ σ, hence: M 2 = M 2 P . → M 2 . First, we will prove that σ is enabled in (N , M 1 P ) . From Definition B.2, t ∈ T \ T implies that t cannot be enabled in any reachable marking from M 1 and therefore, t ∈ σ. So σ only contains transitions t ∈ T . The enabling of t ∈ T only depends on places in P (i.e., Figure 26 gives the states in both models. Assume that M t−pre P = M t−pre and t ∈ T .
Corollary
Firing t only affect the output places and they are all in P (i.e., t • t ⊆ P , this implies that σ is also enabled in (N, M 1 ) . From Definition B.2, t ∈ T \ T implies that t cannot be enabled in any reachable marking from M 1 and therefore, t ∈ σ. So σ only contains transitions t ∈ T . The enabling of t ∈ T only depends on places in P (i.e., Figure 26 gives the states in both models. Assume that M t−pre P = M t−pre and t ∈ T . Firing t only affect the output places and they are all in P (i.e., t Second, we will prove that 
